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Rev. Jacqueline Decker Vanderpol: 

 

How many of you know there was homework for this morning’s service?  Thank you for 

reading the enews!  How many of you did your homework?  How many of you saw the gorilla?  

And, how many of you are confused?   

In the enews, I sent out a link to an 81 second video that is officially called the “Selective 

Attention Test” and unofficially called the “invisible gorilla video.”1  The video show two teams 

of three people each passing basketballs.  One team is wearing white shirts, and the other team is 

wearing black shirts.  Viewers are given the challenge of counting how many times the team in 

white shirts pass the basketball.  About 30 seconds go by, you’re asked how many times they 

passed the ball, told the correct answer was 15, and then asked if you saw the gorilla.  If you ask 

people whether they would expect to notice a person in a gorilla costume wander through a 

group of people passing a basketball – and even stop to beat his chest in the middle of the game – 

more than 90 % of people say, “Of course, I would notice that.”  But, if you say nothing and 

simply show them the video, more than half of people don’t see a gorilla beating his chest in the 

middle of a basketball game.  If you’re willing to self-disclose, how many of you watched the 

video and did NOT see the gorilla?  I didn’t see him the first time I watched the video.  It’s a 

humbling blow to what I thought were my pretty decent powers of observation that I missed 

something that was so obviously right in front of me.  But the point is that when we’re focused 

on something else – like counting basketball passes – it’s really easy to miss things.   

We surprised our girls a couple of weeks ago when we were in California and took them 

to Disneyland.  We have always said that we wouldn’t take them there until Julia, our youngest, 

is six (and she’s still four), but we were in the area and thought it would be fun.  So, the morning 

of, we got up and got ready and told them nothing.  We wanted to see how long it would take 

them to notice.  We got in the car, drove by the park, parked in the Disney parking lot, got on the 

Disney shuttle, and walked through security and into Disneyland before they realized where we 

were.  As everything around us, including the trash cans, had “Disney” written on them, our 

oldest kept looking at me confused with her head cocked. But, when we asked where she thought 

we were going, she said, “Well, I know it’s not Disney because Julia’s not 6.  Probably to the 

Toy Story 4 movie.” The friend we were with said to us, “Wow.  That was a fascinating example 

of expectation creating reality.”   

There were generations when people expected to see divine action around them; they 

expected to see God acting and moving in their lives.  Now, not only are we less likely to expect 

it, but we’re also so focused on our day-to-day lives that we don’t notice God moving through 

the moment anymore than we did the man in the gorilla costume.  But, what are we to do about 

                                                           
1 The video can be found at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo 
Thanks to Andrew Root in “Forming a People Who Pray” in The Christian Century for the idea of connecting 
“invisible gorilla video” to prayer.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo


it?  Pray.  Not pray that we change our expectations or wake up to God’s presence around us.  

But remember that prayer, at its very core, is the practice of noticing God’s presence around us, 

looking for divine action in the world.   

There was a moment this week when it looked like this sermon was going to be an 

instruction manual on prayer, a how-to.  I was going to – as we did during the prayer of 

confession – talk about having a balanced diet of different kinds of spoken prayer.  I was going 

to explain the value of not just speaking, but listening in prayer.  Listening to how God speaks to 

us through the circumstances of our lives, through discerning conversations with friends, through 

journaling and silence and dreams and breath prayers where we repeat a single words or phrase 

over and over again like a mantra.  I was going to explain active prayers where you walk a 

labyrinth or go on a prayer walk or draw a mandala, sharing that my best prayer life happens 

when I’m physically active because if my body’s not moving, my mind never shuts up.   

But then I started to wonder whether prayer isn’t like saving money or losing weight.  It’s 

not complicated, but it’s hard.  It’s not that we need more instruction on how to do it; we just 

need to do it.  Because the only way to have a robust prayer life is to pray. The only way to be 

attentive to God’s work in the world is to pray.  The only way to do it is by doing it.  And the 

good news is that summer is such a good time to remember how to do it because sitting outside 

on a beach, by a lake, under trees, along a path, listening to birds or waves or wind – those are all 

gentle on-ramps to prayer.  Because the heavens tell the glory of God, and the firmament 

proclaim God’s handiwork.  Day to day they pour forth speech, and night to night declare 

knowledge.  Over there, they say.  Did you see the gorilla over there?  They keep pulling our 

attention away from the task at hand and pointing us back to divine presence until we realize that 

Scripture’s encouragement to “pray without ceasing” isn’t so unrealistic after all.   

Until we become like Tevye from Fiddler on the Roof, who may be a character in a 

musical but is still the best pray-er I know.  He’s in such constant conversation with God – 

asking, wondering, complaining, thanking, bemoaning – that although God has no lines in the 

play, God’s presence is felt.  “Anyway,” Tevye muses to God at one point in the play, “Motel 

and Tzeitel have been married for some time now.  They work very hard, and they’re as poor as 

squirrels in winter.  But, they’re so happy, they don’t know how miserable they are.”  Or, at 

another point, he says to God, “Sometimes I think, when it gets too quiet up there, you say to 

yourself, ‘What kind of mischief can I ply on my friend Tevye?’” It’s as if he’s always picking 

up with a conversation already in progress.  Which is exactly what prayer is.  Amen. 

 

Marcy Pugh:  

 

Hi, my name is Marcy Pugh.  I was born and raised in Bridgeton, NJ—south Jersey—

about half way between Philadelphia and Atlantic City.   

     My mom taught 3rd grade for 20 years and my dad had his own refrigeration and air 

conditioning business for 45 years.  I have one sister and one brother.   

     My dad’s Jewish father came to the U.S. in 1904 from Kiev, Russia.  The boat came 

through NY harbor and he and his family had to pass through Ellis Island.  That’s where a lot of 

names were changed.  Although his name was Snohis, the authorities claimed Americans 

couldn’t pronounce it so they changed it to Snowhite.  What great fun to live with that name long 

before Disney made it famous with 2 “W’s”! 

      In 1940 my dad suffered 3rd degree burns over 2/3 of his body and was hospitalized for 

over a year.  During that time he had the fairly common dream (or so I’ve been told) of sitting on 



a fence.  On one side it’s dark, dank, evil looking and on the other side it’s sunny, bright, with 

flowers and green grass, and a soft breeze blowing.  Off in the distance a figure dressed all in 

white is waving for him to come to him.  Almost two years later as he was still recovering from 

the burns, he was invited to a tent meeting.  The preacher gave the invitation and my dad 

accepted Christ, then my mother followed a short time later.  So, by the time I was born, our 

family was active in a southern Baptist church.  There is much to be said about that experience, 

but it was also very restrictive. 

      Every morning after breakfast, my family would sit down in the living room, and my 

mother and father alternated reading through the Bible.  When it was my Dad’s turn, it was hard 

to concentrate on the meaning of the scripture he was reading because, as a saved Jew, his way 

of reading was so profound it was almost a distraction.  What came through was his deep, 

prayerful respect for the holy scriptures.  We shared this time in the morning when everyone was 

fresh and before we went to work or school.  This also gave us the opportunity to pray about 

things that were on our hearts.  Each reading would then end in a prayer regarding the upcoming 

day.  Listening to my parents praying taught me how speaking to God is conversational, not 

formal or stilted with lots of “thee’s” and “thou’s.”   

   For as long as I could remember as a child, I loved nature and was curious about all 

creatures.  I had a strong urge to thank someone for the beauty and complexity of the earth.  But 

who?  When I was 4 years old, I went under a draping bush near our house where no one could 

see me.  I folded my hands and said “If You really are Who You say You are, I want You in my 

life.  I want You to be my guiding Force.”  Then I was quiet for a moment and it seemed like 

somewhere within me I felt a glorious, warm smile and something like arms wrapped around me.  

I’ve never looked back.  Jesus truly is the “Lover of my soul” and I still want Him, as the old 

hymn says, to “Be Thou My Vision.”   

   This isn’t to say that my prayer journey was always sunny.  Like anyone else who is 

committed to living his or her faith through prayer, I went through a time of despair, doubt, and 

sadness.  It was part of a downward spiral that got darker and darker.  At some point, I even 

forgot how to smile or to pray.  The heaviness of my heart became a burden, but for some 

unknown reason, one day I took a moment to look inwardly and decided I didn’t want to live that 

way anymore.  Over the space of several months, I just kept asking God to pull me back, and the 

prayers began to flow more freely and honestly.  I knew then that God had been waiting for me 

to make that choice, just like my experience under the bush.  Just waiting.  Always waiting.  

Lovingly waiting to hear my prayers again.  And I’ve never stopped praying since then.   

     During my senior year in high school, as part of my application process to become an x-

ray technician, I prayed that God would give me His direction by letting the first acceptance 

letter be the one He wanted me to pursue, and that is exactly what happened.  The first of three 

letters was from the University of Colorado/Colorado General Hospital, and so I headed west.  

After x-ray school, I worked in Denver, California, Washington State, and Utah.     

     David and I were married in 1967.   We had three daughters.  After many forks in the road, 

we moved to Durango, CO and within a few months he surprised me by saying that he would go 

to church with me.  We had just seen the movie “Chariots of Fire.” It tells the story of a Scottish 

Presbyterian minister who put God first and refused to run in the Olympics on Sunday.  David 

challenged me by asking “Why don’t we try that Presbyterian church on 2nd Avenue?”  I had 

prayed about this for 26 years, and I prayed again that day.  I attended a service.  I loved it.  Told 

David.  He went with me.  And a few Sundays later, on Easter Sunday 1996, he became a 

Christian.  To this day, we still wonder “What happened?  What changed in our lives and our 



faith journey?”  Why the Presbyterian church?  Was it an answer to prayer?  Those are good 

questions, and we have our answers.  

        First, we found in the Presbyterian Way a thoughtfulness, a discernment, a spiritual depth 

that had been lacking in other churches.  Second, our journey in the Presbyterian church has 

brought us to a new level of acceptance and appreciation for the prayer journeys of others and 

ourselves.  Third, and perhaps most importantly, our prayer lives have been enriched beyond 

anything we thought possible because the Presbyterian Church is a praying church.  

      We lived in Durango for 20 years.  One of my prayer partners there taught me about 

“prayer arrows.”  The concept involves something happening suddenly, like a car accident right 

in front of you.  You can say “God, help them, please!”  I launch an arrow prayer almost every 

time I hear a police or ambulance or fire truck siren.  “God, help them, please!”  

      Another way I like to use prayer is whenever I go shopping!  I like to ask my God to help 

me make good choices, ones that would honor and glorify Him even as it makes me a good 

steward of the riches He has given me. . . . This discipline requires my listening to His “still, 

small voice.” 

      I’m here to tell you that I believe in the power of prayer, which is one of the reasons I 

joined the prayer group here at St. Andrew.  Please don’t ever give up praying for someone or 

some thing.  God has never failed me, has never let me down even though His timing may not be 

my timing!  The arms that wrapped around me under that bush in New Jersey are still wrapped 

around me . . . and again, like the old spiritual, “I know He lives . . . He lives within my heart!” 

      Thank you for listening to my story. 

   
 


